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Getting Started with DuoLingo

DuoLingo is an app designed to help you learn a new language through a 
fun, gaming experience. Duo, the owl, reminds you to practice regularly 
and encourages you as you complete your daily exercises. You can play on 
a computer browser, or download the app to begin learning! The best part 
about DuoLingo is that you don’t have to sign up to get started! 

Downloading the App

1 Search for the DuoLingo app from the Apple App Store (iPhone)  
 or the Google Play Store (Android phones). 

2 Tap Get (iPhones) or Install (Android phones) to download the app.
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1 Open the app and tap Get Started.  
 Note: If you already have an account, you will  
 be prompted to sign in with your email and  
 password. 

 

2 Select the language that you want to learn.  
Then, tap Continue. 

3 Answer the questions to set your language learning 
goals. You can even set daily reminders that prompt 
you to complete your language learning exercises! If 
you don’t want to set reminders, tap Not Now.

4 Choose a pathway! Select the option that best 
describes your language abilities and follow 
the prompts. If you already know some of the 
language, DuoLingo will give you a short quiz to 
determine your level.

 

 The green bar at the top of the screen shows 
your progress. Tap the back arrow to return to a 
previous question. 

 You may also see an “X.” If you tap this before 
reaching the end of the bar, you may not be 
able to save your progress. 

Start Learning!
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With DuoLingo, you begin learning immediately! Here are some example questions.

Translating from English to your target language
To answer, tap one or several of the answer choices at the bottom of the screen.

Translating from your target language to English
To answer these audio questions, tap one or several of the answer choices below. 
Tap the blue volume icon to hear the question again. You can also tap on a word to 
see its meaning! If you can’t listen to the question, tap Can’t Listen Now.

 

  

Types of Questions 
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Types of Questions, Cont’d

If you’re learning a language that uses a different alphabet or system of writing, you 
may see questions like these:

Alphabet/Character Questions
 
You can tap on each answer to hear what it sounds 
like before selecting the answer you think is correct.

Then, tap Check.
 

 Note the hearts in the top, right-hand  
 corner. This tells you how many “lives”  
 you have, or how many mistakes you  
 can make before you have to start over! 
 
  With five lives, go ahead and make a few 
  mistakes! It’s the best way to learn!

Some courses will also have speaking practice, where you can record your 
responses for feedback!
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Other Prompts & Encouragements

After you tap Check, DuoLingo will offer you feedback and encouragement after 
each question. 

If your answer is correct.

If your answer is almost correct, you 
can try again!

If your answer is incorrect.

You earn gems (app users) or lingots 
(web users) for completing lessons. 
You can spend these in the shop to 
buy app features like extra hearts.
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Once you’ve completed a lesson with DuoLingo, you’ll be prompted to create an 
account to save your progress and all the gems you’ve earned!

1 Tap Create a Profile to get  
 started. 

2 Fill in the information, and tap  
 Create Account. 

3 Once you’ve created an account,  
 your homepage with your learning  
 path will open.  

   Tap the Guidebook to see key  
 vocabulary and phrases covered in  
 the unit.

Creating a Profile
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At the top of your homepage, you will see a banner with different menu icons.

1 Current Course / 
Add a New Course

The flag shows what language you are learning. Tap this 
icon to add add a new course.

2 Streak A streak indicates how many days in a row you’ve 
completed a set of exercises.

3 Gems/Lingots 
Earned

Use your gems or lingots in the DuoLingo shop to buy:
 ● Streak freezes to keep your streak going in case  

    you miss a day
 ● Extra lives so you can worry less about making  

    mistakes in a lesson

4 Hearts/Lives A mistake will cost you a heart! Hearts typically 
regenerate after 5 hours, but you can practice previous 
material to restore lost hearts. Just tap the heart icon! 

More About Streaks
DuoLingo uses streaks to help establish a habit of daily 
practice - the more you practice, the more you’ll learn! 
Having a long streak keeps you on track to finish your 
course.

You can share your streak on social media by using the 
hashtag, #StreakoftheWeek.

Exploring DuoLingo
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There are many more features of DuoLingo to explore! At the bottom of the 
homepage on your DuoLingo app, you’ll see a banner with the following menu icons.

1 Home Go back to the homepage with your learning pathway.

2 Alphabet 
If you’re learning a language with a new alphabet, tap 
for more practice with the letters or characters.

3 Practice Hub
Takes you to Super DuoLingo, a paid subscription 
featuring no ads, extra exercises, and more.

4 Quests & Badges
Look for daily quests that you can complete for extra 
hearts or gems/lingots, as well as merit badges.

5 Leagues Compete against other users and see how well you do! 

6 More Tap for your Profile (settings, language courses, 
statistics, and achievements) and your daily newsfeed. 

What icon(s) would you tap to do the following? 
 ● Check if you can earn extra gems
 ● See your learning journey, including how many more lessons you need to 

move up a level
 ● Find statistics like your streak or change your language course

Exploring DuoLingo, Cont’d


